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Heather Barbour  
 
Marching Band I  Acrylic on Canvas; 18” X 24”  

I painted an abstract marching band. I was attracted to the celebratory subject and the visual rhythm 
of the original image (a photo taken by my husband, Tom Eberhart). In translation I simplified and 
omitted many of the figures and shapes, and the result is an improvisation on figures in motion. We 
celebrate even in Covid times.

Mary Barrett  
 
2020  Oil; 30” X 40” 

My art serves as a means of coping with different issues. The political climate last year was a 
challenge for me, especially after hearing of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s death. In 2020, I found 
that I had to be careful of how much news I exposed myself to because it caused stress. My paint-
ing reflects my response to the devastation COVID-19 caused as well as the lack of a coordinated 
response at the national level.

Untitled  Oil on canvas; 30” x 24”

I started this painting in March 2021 as people were getting vaccinated. Then the Delta variant came 
followed by the Omicron variant.  I finished this piece in January of 2022. It reflects light coming 
out of the darkness.

Visual Art

For Such a Time as This: Art in Pandemic
Rock Spring Art Show

The unrelenting pandemic and tumultuous societal events of 2020 and 2021 had a profound impact on 
all of us. We struggled to cope with and make sense of the shifting landscapes of our world. 

This exhibit features works that Rock Spring artists created during that dark time. Some artists 
reflected upon this upheaval and their emotional turbulence. Some observed and celebrated the small 
wonders around them. Others looked past the turmoil and contemplated the possibilities of an altered 
new day. 

The artists worked in a wide variety of art forms, but all vividly demonstrate their creative response to 
coping in Such a Time as This. 



Gail Briggs  
 
My Flowers  Watercolor Painting; 47” X 30” 

When the pandemic started, and everyone was quarantining, I assigned myself the task of making 
small paintings of the flowers in my house and garden. Starting with daffodils in March and ending 
with a Christmas poinsettia. I made about 90 little paintings. It was exciting to go out every morning 
to see what was in bloom, and it brought a bit of joy to my daily routine.

Gail Burnaford  
 
Lost in Translation  Mixed Media; four framed pieces, 8” X 8” each 

During the pandemic, I came across a book titled Lost in Translation.  It presented words that were 
difficult, if not impossible, to translate from their native languages. I am, at heart, a word person.  I 
was struck by the possibility of a visual language that could convey the spirit of single words that 
are, at best, less than knowable in a language other than their own. The need for communication 
across media and languages is more important in such a time as this.  

Alanna Betts  
 
Sunset over the Sound   Oil on Canvas, 20” X 24” 

Inspired by memories of watching the sunset over the sound along the coastal Outer Banks of 
North Carolina. As I worked, I found myself drawn away from the realistic as the clouds and waves 
abstracted with my memory of emotion. Allowing myself to submit to the nostalgia, this painting 
recognizes the space between reality and the ability to describe an experience -- the emotion of the 
inexpressible. 

Jessica Berry  
 
Photoshoots    Photograph; 11” X 14” 
Watching You, Watching  Me  Photograph; 11” X 14”

On the night of February 4, 2020, I boarded a plane abroad. I settled myself into my seat and 
exhaled with unfamiliar confidence. Over the next 43 days, I roamed across distant lands without 
reservation and immersed myself in photography. Upon my arrival back into the US, I scribbled in 
my journal, “It may be the unknown that rattles the bones, but a determined mind is a force to be 



Donna Vogt Cartwright  
 
Tree of Life  Steel pipe and nails; 4’x9’ 

I made this sculpture around 2014. During COVID I moved it to my deck where I could easily see it 
every day and I decorated it with things like macramé ropes and silver and blue glass balls. I smiled 
when I saw it. It made me happy. 

Paper Sculptures Reflecting the Seasons  Watercolor paper, markers, pastels, acrylics,  
      watercolors, each approximately 12” X 10”
 
I enjoy working in 3 dimensions. Paper is easier to handle than steel. I love the color combinations 
that I can put together. Each sculpture has colors that are experiments. Some look good and others I 
throw away! I often take my inspiration from the landscape I see on my walks.

Mark Charette  
 
Dragonfly  Photograph, box mounted; 16” X 20”  

“Dragonfly” is a weather photograph taken at midday on August 28, 2021, at Sussex County, Del-
aware. By then Hurricane Henri had passed us by, and yet its influence was palpable in the ev-
er-changing skies we watched. 

At a nearby pond, we saw a dragonfly hanging on as if expecting calm to arrive any minute. I had a 
camera and 200mm “macro” lens ready, as I usually do. 

Martha Jolkovski  
 
Bread & Spirit  Fabric Collage and Wall Hanging; 36” X 48” 

Every part of the bread baking process is marvelous to me. All the baking I did during the pandemic 
shutdown increased my love of and spiritual relationship to baking. This piece pictures the process, 
the tools, the parts and steps of baking, the bread.

Gavin Joseph Kohr  
 
When Love Carries On  Drawing and Feeling Art: paper, markers, pencils, fabric,  
    found objects, 12“ X 15”  

During COVID I had a lot of sad feelings. I want people to feel the different textures on my art be-
cause it’s fun to feel art. It makes me feel happy to have other people feel my art. 



Judy McDowell  
 
Black Heart   Three Fabric Collages; various fabrics
11.5” X 9.5”  

Blue Heart 
11” X 11”

Pandemic Chaos 
6” X 12” 
   
I composed each of these collages in about 45 minutes during a weekly virtual Jung Art Meeting 
during the pandemic. We illustrated our feelings through any chosen art form. After composing, we 
would share our art among the five participants.

The black fabric collage represents our separated society, dark, cracking, pulling apart, filled with 
covid fears and political hates. I used jagged ripped fabric pieces to illustrate my torn heart.

The blue fabric collage with several holes, represents feelings of sadness and emptiness in my heart, 
caused by the unimaginable number of covid deaths and the ensuing covid-related worries. The 
pieces are again torn, as is our world. I added the gold to represent some hope.

Pandemic Chaos illustrates the many overlapping and confusing layers of the covid pandemic. 

Molly McCracken  
www.artistmolly.com (Instagram: @mollys.art.stuff) 
 
The Passage of Time  Mixed Media Collage Wall Hanging: cardboard, wire, 6.5” X 7’7”
 
This piece, The Passage of Time, was created over the end of 2020 and beginning of 2021, as we 
approached a year of pandemic living. Created out of cardboard from our grocery deliveries, my in-
tent was to repurpose something that we were privileged to be able to do (have groceries delivered 
throughout the pandemic) into something beautiful and slightly strange, while being acutely aware 
of the fact that not everyone had access to this same level of comfort. 

Pandemic Abstract  Painting on Canvas: acrylic paint on     
    stretched canvas, 24” X 24”

After nearly a year of my easel being relocated to the attic due to pandemic space sharing needs, 
I decided to paint on this large canvas because I was missing painting on a larger scale so much. I 
painted this halfway on my desk and halfway on my lap out of necessity, compulsion. Having art 
in my life is my refuge from all things that are challenging (like living through a pandemic) and my 
expression of greatest joys (like my family). 



David Moss
www.davidmossphoto.com
 
Gratitude  Photograph; 16” X 20” framed

March 17, 2020. Arlington Parks & Rec staff member delivering meals to a very grateful senior 
during COVID-19 stay-at-home. This was way back when we thought we were all going to catch the 
virus and really didn’t know how dangerous delivering food (or shooting photos of that) might be. 
Happy to say we survived.

They’ll See How Beautiful I am  Photograph; 16” X 20” framed

November 18, 2020. It was the first of a couple of days of me shooting student life for the Field 
School in DC. The young lady in the picture is wearing the mask because, well, you know, COVID. 
The goggles are because it was chemistry lab and they were mixing up some bubbling brews.
 
My wife and I were trying to be careful about exposures because we did not want to die and be-
cause we were heading up to NJ the next week for family Thanksgiving. Despite that, I went to this 
school to do photos, because I can’t resist doing such photos and they were paying me and I can be 
foolish.
 
Windows and doors were open, everybody wore masks, only half the students were on site each 
day, and it seemed pretty safe. But you never know.
 
The day after I finished shooting, I heard there was an exposure at the school, and I felt pretty stupid 
and wondered if I had ruined Thanksgiving and maybe contracted a nasty disease. Luckily I didn’t!
 

Sometimes luck trumps stupidity.

Donna Moss
https://donnamossiam.wixsite.com/collage 
 
Measuring Distance  Digital Print of Original Collage,      
    16” X 20” framed

I created Measuring Distance just after everything shutdown in 2020. We started isolating ourselves 
and we wore masks if we thought anyone would be near us. When we ventured out, everything 
seemed threatening and surreal. 

Tree of Life #5  Collage, 16” X 20” framed

I love the Tree of Life symbol. In this piece it represents our collective spirit. The roots are our past 
-- the foundation for the present and future. The trunk is the present. It’s our lives, our heartbeats, 
and our spirits in shared being-ness. The branches are our collective future when we are at peace 
with everything and everyone including ourselves. I created Tree of Life #5 following the murder of 
George Floyd. I was angry and terribly sad. This elusive landscape is the one I long for.  

Weeping Angel  Mixed Media; 16” X 20”

The idea of an angel watching Earth and weeping had been in my head for a long time, but her 
image finally came to me in late fall of 2021 while the Omicron variant raged. I think if Earth had an 
angel, the angel would have unending love, boundless patience, and eternal hope, but she would 
also weep oceans of tears for our pain. I completed the piece in January 2022.



Betsy Thomassen 
 
Dutch Pour #1  Acrylic Dutch Pour, with bursts of silver, gold and     
   blue metallic paint for depth and contrast; 35” X 44”

Although painting has never been my “go to” craft, the pandemic provided plenty of time to explore 
this medium. Thus, I really enjoyed going down a very large rabbit hole of YouTube videos learning 
about this Dutch Pour method. The process totally lured me in, as it involves trusting and leaning 
into one’s spontaneous imagination with lots of room for experimenting along the way. It felt mag-
ical (and we all needed a little magic during COVID) to pour layers of paint on top of one another, 
pull out the blow dryer, spread the paint around, and watch cells and patterns form. No brushes of 
any kind were used! This piece on canvas was my first attempt, and I was so pleased with the result 
that I splurged on the gold Italian-made frame!

Rescued by BN Love  Small Wooden Table, 18” X 12” X 32” 

I discovered and enjoyed participating in South Arlington’s Buy Nothing Group, especially during 
COVID.  The BN concept is that everything that one gifts or receives is free.  News outlets have 
reported that these groups blossomed during the pandemic as folks were both stuck at home clean-
ing out closets, and also tried to fill the gap for shortages of normal household items. Among other 
things, the BN group gave me new motivation for keeping my eyes peeled for “treasures.”  One 
day, while walking in my neighborhood, I noticed this sweet little table parked next to a dumpster, 
obviously headed for the landfill. The table’s right support leg had been chewed down to a nub and 
the piece looked very sad, overall.  I carried the table home and thought it would be rewarding to 
give it a makeover, using only items and supplies secured from my BN group.  Thus, both the “Kwik 
Wood” putty, used to repair the leg, and paint were supplied by BN members. It is not surprising 
how satisfying it felt to breathe new life into something so forlorn looking, in the context of daily, 
shattering pandemic news. I was especially pleased with the repaired leg! To date, I have rescued 
and refurbished about 14 pieces of furniture since March 2019, and this is one of my favorites.   

Ann Zuniga 
 
Grouping: Explorations Photo: 9” X 11” Watercolor: 16” X 13” Abstract: 9 1/2” X 12 1/2”

I took the photograph when I was exploring Natural Bridge, VA, when I drove back from visiting 
cousins in NC, in November 2021, my first trip since Covid began. It shows the oldest arbor vitae 
known to have existed. I made the watercolor based on the photo when I was exploring painting 
from a photograph. I made the abstract trees along my back fence when I was exploring water-based 
oils.



The Rock Spring Church Handmade Ministry

The Rock Spring Church Handmade Ministry knits and crochets prayer shawls to comfort those 
in need whether they be church members, family, friends, neighbors, or a stranger. The shawls 
are imbued with prayers, meditation, touch, and even song and laughter.

In pandemic isolation, the process of making was as important to the makers as to the recipi-
ents. The physical act of making busied hands, diverted troubled thoughts, and calmed minds.

One knitter said, “When I knit, I follow a spiritual practice of praying for the recipient with 
each stitch, even when I have no idea who the recipient will be. It is very calming and med-
itative for me.  During the pandemic when I experienced low times, putting the prayer shawl 
made for me years ago around my shoulders continued to bring peace, comfort and warmth.”

Another maker says, “The shawl ministry helped me give meaning to the hours spent in my living room watching television when 
there was no place to go. A brief prayer of dedication of my time came before I started.”

A knitter, who produced the most shawls in 2020, found that, ”The prayer shawl ministry helped me help others during the pandemic 
when we were so isolated. I enjoyed the knitting and it gave me a sense of purpose.”

Another says, “I found it fun and diverting to dig into my stash, plan projects, and figure out what to do when a color ran short. I tried 
knitting to webinars, the television, music, and silence…always adding words, phrases and prayers of comfort for the recipient; but, 
now I added urgent personal prayers of thanks for my own family’s health and for my continued ability to knit.”

A crocheter took action when seeing others in limited ways became possible. “I hosted 2 prayer shawl gatherings in my backyard 
which gave me a sense of community, fun, laughter, human interaction after being closed off, and hope for the future.”

In time of pandemic, we learned to hold each other dear, whether the maker of one shawl or many. We learned to love our members 
who have lost the ability to knit or crochet; they are our cheerleaders.

In conclusion, a paraphrase of our tag, authored by Laura Martin, “May these shawls represent…the story of a love that is never fin-
ished saying your name.”

Remembering Lucy Spencer
Lucy shared her creativity and her art with our church community for many years. We were enlightened, enriched, and 

challenged by her art. We are privileged to share two of her works in the show to honor her memory.

Lucy Norman Spencer, 1937-2021
Two Sculptures

This gilded plaster foot sculpture was in Lucy’s art studio at the time of her passing in November 2021. She created it in the early 
days of the pandemic in 2020. We can’t be sure what Lucy was thinking about with this sculpture, but the bright faux gold of this 
foot is an inviting, beautiful contrast to the somber ankle monitor foot.

In 2018, Lucy displayed her “Salt Foot with Ankle Bracelet” at a Rock Spring interfaith meeting. It was inspired by her experience 
accompanying an asylum-seeking woman and her small child to immigration court as part of Rock Spring’s justice ministry. Lucy 
was deeply moved by seeing the black box GPS location-tracking ankle band the woman was required to wear. 

She also sent a small porcelain foot sculpture to accompany Rock Springers on an advocacy trip to the southern borderlands in 
2019. That sculpture was left at a spot where a pregnant woman and her baby died trying to enter the U.S. In all of these works, 
we believe she sought to honor lives that are treated as unworthy of remembering. 

Lucy was exploring the meaning of our footprints on the earth, and the meaning of lives lived in the shadows. How much imprint 
does an individual life make? What does it mean to leave a memory in the mind of another, or in the essence of a place? What 
does it mean when people are permanently separated from those who have memories of them? How about the ways places leave 
imprints in us? 

Lucy experimented with many media during her lifelong sculpture-making. In recent years, salt mixed with various other 
materials (paraffin, earth) became Lucy’s signature art medium. She was fascinated by the fact that salt in excess is antithetical to 
life, and yet, in the right minute concentrations, is absolutely essential to life.  
– Kate Spencer



Hannah Dannenfelser
 
Trying to Say Goodbye to My Friend

Smoke wafts through the air as I pull my hand away from my face
Those demons that were there fighting me a moment ago start to dissipate into the sky
When I rolled that lighter wheel, the ritual began
That demon that was knocking on my brain asking to visit - he was harshly sent away and there was a ceremony to take his place
I’ve got my foot on the gas, windows down, and some loud song is pushing out any thoughts that could have been hiding out in my 
head.
And when the music is loud enough, those demons can’t scream and berate me any louder than my speakers can pulse
I pull again on that cigarette. I feel free.
That cross I was carrying and dropping and picking back up and carrying again - it’s already in splinters
I pull again and the calm fills me and my racing thoughts abate just enough
The smoke in my lungs picks up my brooding and anger and carries it back out as I exhale

Why does this friend taunt me?
When I fall asleep and when I wake up, I smell her
I drive and I inhale the stale memories that have filled my car for weeks and months and years
When I go through a glass or two or three of dry red wine, this friend keeps me company
I don’t want her company anymore
She calms me and then leaves me empty and ashamed
But somehow I still miss her when she’s gone
I count down to the moments that my speakers pulse and we dance together to the rhythm
I sit with friends and wonder where I can find her

When I’ve gone through a box of her clinging tricks, I always go back for more
“Camel crush menthols please” I say to the man behind the register
“The one in the green pack,” I then clarify
And then I take her and we relax together, brooding over what could have been, should have been, or might be

One day this friend will finally leave me and I will happily bid her goodbye
She needs me and clings to me like I’m her last hope
And I cling back, wanting her to keep me company throughout the day

One day I will sit alone and I won’t need her anymore
I won’t feel that desperation that she can calm my worries
She’ll let me go and I’ll let her go
We’ll move onto other places and just be left with the memories of who we used to be together
And I may pine for how it feels to know her
But I hope to never visit her to catch up on life together
We were toxic for each other
She pulled me away and I was so ashamed to know her that I tried to hide her
Why do I love someone who makes me so ashamed and leaves me behind with this stench of her disdain for me?

Poetry

As is painting, 
so is poetry.

~Horace, Ars Poetica



Goodbye friend
I must tell you goodbye
It felt so good to be with you but we weren’t really good for each other
I’ll miss you, but I’ll never want you back
We’ll always have those moments, but now - I need those moments to be my own
I’m ready to be free of your clutches
Just one day. One day away from you is what I need and every day after that will be easier
You’ll flit into nothingness and haunt some other soul who loves your company
And I’ll stop missing you.
Goodbye friend.

From Hannah: The pandemic overshadowed so many of the “normal” struggles and successes of day-to-day life. So many successes 
were never properly celebrated. So many painful moments were lost between an era of headlines and tweets. After years of trying and 
failing, I finally permanently quit smoking cigarettes in April 2020. Cheers to all of the life-altering moments and precious stories that 

were never given their due. 

David Moss

The Three Days of Smik Smok: A Poem by Papa for Luke and Anna and James

(Pronunciation note: Smik Smok rhymes with tick tock and not smike smoke,  
but you probably already knew that because you are so smart.)
 
On sweet Smik Smok Eve, we dust and we scrub
The doorknobs, the windows, the sinks, and the tubs
 
We bake like we’re crazy, our ovens hiss steam
We pile up crumpets and pies full of cream
 
And all of the children beneath the round moon
Will burst if the holiday doesn’t come soon
 
On the first day of Smik Smok we put on red pants
And dresses of yellow, then prance a fine dance
 
We eat billaboo candies and sweet binga breads
And wear hats of baneema up high on our heads
 
The ladies all sing out “Kamooodle kamong!”
As sheep in wool sweaters badingle along
 
The town’s lumberjacks turn tight twirls on their noggins
The icemen slide swiftly on toolius toboggans
 
The wee ones recite “The Old Ode of Ozorris”
Accompanied by an alley cat chorus
 
On day two of Smik Smok we sip seven soups
And throw seven slinkdoodles through seventy hoops
 
At sundown we rush to the Crummabum Race
Where the runners all run with a squid on their face
 
At midnight, we shmatterdash our wooden clocks
Then roll in the mollymoo in our gazoks!
 
Oh what fun we all have in that mollymoo deep!
And even the grandfathers don’t fall sleep!
 
The last day of Smik Smok’s the day that’s my favorite
I like it, I love it, I cherish and savor it

continued on next page... 



I don’t wake up late or dilly or dally
For at dawn the Blue Flombus glides down to the valley!
 
Yes, the Bombus Blue Flombus of Lollywog Lair
Flies down to show off his flaming green hair

He soars and he swoops, then he soars ten times higher
When he gets close to town you see sparks from his fire

For his hair’s not just glowing, it’s actually ablazin’!
And for me and the townsfolk that’s really amazin’!
 
And after he heads back to Lollywog Lair
We skip and skedaddle to Habbnabble Square
 
We feast and we wrestle, we swing and we swangle
We dibdo and grabnish and tussle and tangle
 
And after we’ve tried every possible angle
The babies in bloomers come rassle and wrangle
 
And as the sun sets o’er the Sillaree Sea
We all head to bed, singing “Mo Ma Ma Lee”
 
Then the people all jump up and let out a cheer

“Happy Smik Smok to you till next Smik Smok next year!”

From David: I write the occasional humorous poem. Now that I have three young grandkids (who live way up in New Jersey) I some-
times write funny poems specifically for them.
 
In the spring of COVID YEAR ONE, I figured there was a decent chance I would die, which is not such a funny topic for a kids’ poem. 
On the bright side, that thought inspired me to write more kids’ poems than usual. At one point I was trying to write one a day. I figured 
it’s hard to write stuff after you are dead (well, nobody knows for sure), so I would crank them out while not yet dead. The grandkids 
love nonsense words and so do I, and I figured somebody needed to document how people celebrate the three high holy days of Smik 
Smok, so I did it.

Laura Martin

A Blessing for Our Bodies

May we learn to bless the bodies we have,
Not the ones we imagine.
May we honor their limits,
And listen to what they say even when we 
Wish their reply was different.
May we be tender to what is changing
And aware of what holds.
May we let the word gratitude be an old quilt
Around us as we give thanks,
Not a common word at all.
Give thanks for hip bones and hands held,
For first breaths and last rites,
For seeing through a glass dimly,
But still seeing, 
For the chance to feel tired
And complete.

From Laura: This blessing speaks to the graces and challenges of living in bodies in a world that has so much to say about them. The time 
of pandemic changed bodies — impacts of stress or aging accelerating, interruptions in physical routines, and the need to protect our 
bodies in new ways. All of us are older than we were when this started, and all of us have known vulnerability in our bodies. As we con-
tinue to grow in age, how can we let our bodies be our teachers and honor their stories? How can we be on the same side as our bodies 
rather than in opposition to how they show up? May we learn to move into blessing them.



Laura Martin

Choosing the Way

The world is too often charged by fear
And will disappoint you again and again.
Know this and go on anyway,
Refusing to concede the good and the possible.
Let the voices of analysts keep silent today
And listen to the wisdom of rivers and trees instead.
There will be time for undoing and redoing,
But right now live close up to what and who you love.
Choose the book or the song or the apples baking.
Choose the sun coming through the window,
The dog completely satisfied as he sleeps,
The face of the person you love near you, 
The letter you will finish writing.
Go back to the place where you found
Honey coming from rocks
And take someone there with you.

From Laura: “The world is too often charged by fear/and will disappoint you again and again.” I felt like I had to begin here, with this 
acknowledgment, so that together we can answer the question, “So how then shall we proceed in living?” This is a question that has 
stayed with us in pandemic, in the aftermath of tragedy, in our pursuit of a more just world. How do we live looking straight into what is 
broken, but also keep seeking and creating the good?  In a time of 24-hour news cycles, how do we reclaim silence and slowness? May 
we choose the way forward.

A Note of Thanks
We are so grateful to our pastors, Kathy Dwyer and Laura Martin, for their support and guidance throughout this process, which 
began in July 2021. 

We want to thank Kathryn Grams for designing the online guide and we want to thank David Moss for creating the graphic for 
the guide. We so appreciate Ashley Martinage’s help in completing all the documents for the show and for knowing the answers 
to our myriad questions in the final days before the opening. Thanks to Marlise Burr-Asher for her help with all the little things 
that had to get done before the show opened.

We are so grateful that Dale Dwyer could manage the production of the poetry recordings and that Wayne Limberg and Susan 
Walton interpreted the poems so wonderfully. We are also grateful to Hannah Dannenfelser for her guidance on how to get the 
word out for the show.

We are indebted to Mark Charette, Peter Geiger, and David Moss for helping us hang the art (they did most of the work) and 
Brian Davis for his help preparing the room for the exhibition. Thank you, Gail Briggs, Gail Burnaford, Donna Cartwright, and 
Mark Charette for hosting our exhibit during the week.

And finally, we would like to express our thanks to all the Rock Spring artists and poets for sharing the beautiful work they 
created during such a troublesome time.  
–Dorothy and Donna


